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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
     This chapter presents the review of theoretical framework and the researches 
related to the study matters; they are collocation, types of collocation, types of 
meme, 9GAG memes, and 9GAG rules. 
1.1 Collocation 
Collocation is a pair or group of words that are often used together (McCarthy 
&O’Dell, 2005). For example if someone says, ‘She has yellow hair’, the others 
perhaps understand, but it is actually not generally said in English. We have to 
know that ‘Yellow’ collocates with paint or flower. We should remember not all 
the words can be combined together. It is also supported by Baker(2011), on the 
human verbal language, collocation cannot be combined carelessly, there is the 
limitation of it in order to deliver the meaning. In English we also say fast train 
instead of quick train. Even though fast and quick have the equivalent meaning,  
the learners can feel difficult to know which words should be collocated since 
kind of words in English has similar meaning and sometimes those collocations 
are not common for them. The inappropriate use of collocation can be easily 
recognized by native speakers because it will sound odd for them. Collocation 
itself has variant types and combination. The writer will present the types of 
Collocation in the following sections. 
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2.1.1 Types of Collocations 
All English collocation have the pattern. Benson (in Ilson, 1985) stated there are 
two types of collocation, they are  Grammatical collocation and Lexical 
collocation. 
2.1.1.1 Grammatical Collocation 
 According to Benson (in Ilson, 1985), Grammatical collocation is a phrase 
consisting of dominant word such as noun, adjective, verb and a preposition or 
grammatical structure such as infinitive or clause. Grammatical collocation is 
divided into 8 major types of it. Code is given on every type such as GC 1 for the 
first type, GC 2 for second type, GC 3 for the third type and so on. 
1. GC 1 consists of noun + preposition. For example, “Paul doesn’t have 
sympathy towards his brother.”, the collocation from the sentence is 
sympathy as noun + towards as preposition. 
2. GC 2 consists of noun+ to infinitive. For example, “I need to do something 
for you” the collocation from the sentence is need as noun + to infinitive. 
3. GC 3 consists of noun+ that clause. For example,  “We reached an 
argument that he would represent us in court” the collocation from the 
sentence is argument as noun then followed by that clause. 
4. GC 4 consists of preposition + noun. For example, “If you do something in 
advance, you do it in preparation for a particular time” the collocation 
from the sentence is in as preposition + advance as noun. 
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5. GC 5 consists of adjective+ preposition combination. For example, “My 
mother is always angry at everyone when the house is messy” the 
collocation from that sentence is angry as adjective+ at everyone as 
preposition. 
6. GC 6 consists of adjective+ to infinitive. For example, “She is ready to go” 
the collocation from that sentence is ready as adjective+ to infinitive. 
7. GC 7 consists of adjective+ that clause. For example, “He was afraid that 
he would get E in reading class” the collocation from that sentence is 
afraid as adjective+ that clause. 
8. GC 8 consists of 19 types of verb patterns. Each type is marked by letters 
A to S. 
a) Verbs that follow dative movement transformation. (Verb + direct 
object+ to + indirect object) = (Verb + indirect object + object). 
For example, “He sent the letter to his sister,” = “ He sent his sister 
the letter”. 
b) Dative movement transformation is not allowed in this pattern. 
Verbs that denoting types of noise are not allowed in this pattern. 
For example, “He explained the plan to her ≠  “He explained her 
the plan”. 
c) Transitive verbs that use preposition “for” is allowed using dative 
movement transformation. (Verb + direct object + for + indirect 
object) = (V + indirect object + direct object). 
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For example, “She bought a tie for her husband,” = “She bought 
her husband a tie”.  
d) This pattern consists of two form, they are: verb + preposition + 
object and verb + object + preposition +object. 
 Verb + preposition + object 
For Example, “He came by train”. The collocation from this 
sentence is came as verb ,by as preposition, and train as object. 
 Verb + object + preposition + object 
For example, “They based their conclusion on the available facts”.  
The collocation from this sentence is based as verb, their 
conclusion as an object, on as preposition, and the available facts 
as an object. 
e) The form of this pattern is verb + to-Infinitive.  
For example, “I want to spend my life with you”. The collocation 
from this sentence is want as verb, and to spend as to-infinitive 
f) The form of this pattern is verb(except dare, help and need) 
followed by infinitive without to. For example, “We might come 
late because the traffic gets too bad”. The collocation form this 
sentence is might as verb, and come as infinitive. 
g) The form of this pattern is Verb followed by verb-ing. 
For example, “I always enjoy playing piano”. The collocation 
from this sentence is enjoy as verb, and playing as verb-ing. 
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h) The form of this pattern is transitive verb followed by object + to-
infinitive. 
For example, “My mother asked me to clean the house”. The 
collocation from this sentence is asked as verb, me as an object, 
and to clean as to-infinitive. 
i) The form of this pattern is transitive verb followed by direct object 
+ infinitive without to.  
For example, “We let the children go to the museum”.  The 
collocation from this sentence is let as verb followed by the 
children as object, and go as infinitive without to. 
j) The form of this pattern is transitive verb followed by an object+ 
verb-ing. 
For example, “My mother kept  mewaiting for one hour”. The 
collocation from this sentence is kept as verb, me as an object, and 
waiting as verb-ing. 
k) The form of this pattern is transitive verb + possessive 
(pronoun/noun) + Gerund. 
For example, “Please excuse my waking you so early”. The 
collocation from this sentence is please as verb, my as possessive 
pronoun, and waking as gerund.  
l) The form of this pattern is verb followed by that-noun clause. 
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For example, “He denied that he stole the money”. The collocation 
from this sentence is denied as verb, that he stole the money as 
noun clause. 
m) The form of this pattern is transitive verb followed by object+ 
infinitive ‘to be’ + Adjective/ Past participle/ Noun/ Pronoun. 
For example, “We consider her to be competent manager”. The 
collocation from this sentence is consider as verb, her as direct 
object, to be as infinitive, and competent manager as noun.  
n) The form of this pattern is transitive verb followed by object+ 
Adjective/ Past participle/ Noun/ Pronoun. 
For example, “Earthquake victims saw the village destroyed”. The 
collocation from this sentence is saw as verb, the village as an 
object, and destroyed as past participle. 
o) The form of this pattern is transitive verb followed by two objects 
in a sentence. 
For example, “He asked me some questions”. The collocation 
from this sentence is asked as verb, me as first object, and some 
questions as second object 
p) The form of this pattern is verb followed by adverbial. 
For example, “Anna played piano well”. The collocation from this 
sentence is played as verb, and well as adverbial 
q) The form of this pattern is verb + Interrogative words (how, what, 
when, where, which, who, why, whether). 
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For example, “I know how to handle it”. The collocation from this 
sentence is know as verb, as how as interrogative words. 
r) This pattern consists of “it” + transitive verb + To-Infinitive or that 
clause. 
For example, “It surprised us that our proposal was accepted”. The 
collocation from this sentence is it as subject followed by that our 
proposal was accepted as noun clause. 
s) The form of this sentence is intransitive verb followed by noun or 
adjective. 
For example, “He arrives late”. The collocation from this sentence 
is arrives as verb, and late as adjective. 
2.1.1.2 Lexical Collocation 
      In contrast to grammatical collocation, lexical collocations normally do not 
contain prepositions, infinitives or clause. Benson (in Ilson, 1985) stated lexical 
collocation commonly consists of nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs. Lexical 
collocations is divided into 7 sub types. Code is given on every type such as LC 1 
for the first type, LC 2 for the second type, LC 3 for the third type, and so on. 
1) LC 1 consists of a verb (usually transitive) followed by noun/pronoun (or 
prepositional phrase).For example, “I set an alarm in order to wake up 
early”. The collocation from this sentence is set as verb, and an alarm as 
noun.  
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2) LC 2 consists of a verb (meaning eradication and/or nullification) + 
noun. For example, “The students break the rule”. The collocation from 
this sentence is breaks as verb, and the rule as noun. 
3) LC 3 consists of adjective + noun. For example, “My daddy is a heavy 
smoker”. The collocation from this sentence is heavy as adjective, and 
smoker as noun. 
4) LC 4 consists of Noun + Verb. For example, “Bees buzz around the 
flower”.  The collocation from this sentence is bees as noun, andbuzz as 
verb.  
5) LC 5 consists of noun + noun.For example, “I give my mother a bouquet 
offlowers”. The collocation from this sentence is a bouquet of flowers 
which is a bouquet as noun followed by flowers as noun. 
6) LC 6 consists of adverb + adjective. For example, “Deeply absorbed”. 
The collocation is deeply as adverb followed by absorbed as adjective. 
7) LC 7 consists of verb + adverb. For example, “My teacher appreciates 
sincerely toward my performance”. The collocation from this sentence is 
appreciates as verb, and sincerely as an adverb. 
2.2Meme 
      Entering the 21st century, information technology continues to develop; one of 
them is new media. New media continues to grow very creatively by users; one of 
them is meme. The word meme was first introduced by Richard Dawkins on 1976 
in his book entitled The Selfish Gene which refers to mutations of a gene in 
replicating and multiplying. Dawkins (in Nasrullah & Rustandi, 2016) stated 
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memes exist because most of human behavior itself, it is not due to genetic 
factors, but because of culture around it. He also mentioned meme is form of 
cultural transmission through replication and ideas that penetrate into human 
cognition. Finally, a trend emerged and became a social phenomenon among 
internet users. Davison (in Mandiberg, 2012) stated that memes are part of culture, 
sometimes a joke that appears on the internet and it is transmitted online. He also 
stated that a meme can be separated into 3 components which consists of the 
manifestation, the behavior and the ideal. Meme can be said to be communication 
in form of illustrated writing that can describe a person’s condition and the 
situation of others because memes can tell someone that the person can be angry, 
sad, happy without have to say words or writing indirectly, only with memes can 
represent it. 
2.2.1 Types of Meme 
      According to Simanullang (2015), there are several kinds of memes as 
mentioned below: 
a. Love Meme, Meme that describes the troubles of teenagers. Love stories 
that are very popular which eventually made light jokes but it suitable in 
certain situation. 
b. Motivational meme, Meme that motivate someone about positive things 
that you should do in life. 
c. Satire Meme, Meme that used to insinuate someone with certain 
characteristics (personality, physical, etc).  
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d. Joke Meme, Meme that very popular and highly used by internet users 
because this meme contains funny picture and funny words. 
e. Political Meme, This meme is popular when there is the election or 
political party. Political meme contains entertain joke, but sometimes 
there are some people used it as campaign media. 
2.2.2  Aspects of Meme 
      According to Nasrullah & Rustandi (2016), In memes we can see two aspects, 
namely visual and text. 
            a. Visual Aspect 
The visual aspect which this aspect uses the piece of picture or illustration 
to show the emotion shown. For example with people's faces those who 
express surprise, pictures of animals in certain positions or caricature 
which is considered as the personification of emotion.  
           b. Text Aspect 
Meme can be characterized by the existence of text that is between visuals. 
Through the text in meme, we can find out what types of meme is it. 
2.3. 9GAG Meme 
      9GAG is an international comedy website set in Hongkong but hosted in the 
United States (Sayani, 2012). Created in 2008, the 9gag website gathers users 
from all over the world and allows its members to post pictures, movies, and brief 
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stories that are accessible to everybody. Unlike social networks, 9gag is a 
community focusing on productions (or “posts”) only, not on individual profiles. 
These posts may contain pictures from all over the world, memes, or rage comics 
and are almost always produced in English. 9GAG is one of the websites which 
use internet memes to share ideas among the members (Achadiat, 2013). For 
example is visual media they want to share with the world. Furthermore, the 
visual media which they upload will be voted on by other users by pressing the 
'fun' button which symbolizes the smile icon and sad icon. The smile icon is used 
to like the visual media that has been uploaded, while the sad icon for dislike the 
visual media is there. The uploaded visual media will enter the vote page first, 
then if the visual media uploaded gets more votes on the smile icon than vote on 
the sad icon, the visual media will enter the trending page. After going through 
vote process on the trending page, the visual media which gets a lot of votes on 
the smile icon will go to the hot page. Hot page is the page where the visual media 
place gets the most collected smile vote. For the 9gagers, it is a matter of pride if 
the visual media they upload can go to the hot page. 
2.3.1   9GAG Rules 
      9GAG is all about fun. It’s a place that gives people the power to make the 
world happier. In 9GAG, there are several rules that should be respected and 
obeyed. The writer will present 9GAG Rules in the following sections. 
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a) No Pornography 
In the lexicographic meaning of the term, pornography has been concerned 
with sexuality (Gorer, 2003). The increased accessibility of the internet 
leads to rise pornography which is consumed by children, adolescence, and 
adult. 9GAG is not for pornography nor sexually explicit content. 
b) No Hate Speech and Bullying 
9GAG doesn’t support any kind of hate speech and bullying. Hate speech 
is realized in many actions, such as insulting, harming, or degrading 
certain minority groups, with various causes, whether based on race, 
gender, ethnicity, disability, nationality, religion, sexual orientation, or 
other characteristics. 
c) No Spamming, Manipulation, and Multiple Account Abuse 
Everyone hates spam post. Spam is mostly found on email, message, and 
chat. In 9GAG itself, spamming is classified as something disruptive for 
the other users. 9GAG is not allowing user to post their content repeatedly 
in order to increase views. 
d) No Deceptive Content 
Deceptive content as fake news contains information that intentionally 
misleads people and has a certain political agenda. We are not allowed to 
spread wrong information. The consequence for those who do it is their 
account may get removed by 9GAG. 
(Chan, 2008) 
 
